Montessori
In Maria Montessori’s pedagogy, developed in early
twentieth-century Italy, the dance between child and
teacher is one in which the child must always feel like
the leader. M
 ontessori wrote, “It is necessary for the
teacher to guide the child without letting him feel her
presence too much, show that she may always be ready
to supply the desired help, but may never be the obstacle between the child and his experience.”1

Pestalozzi
Johan Heinrich Pestalozzi created an alphabet for his
schools in eighteenth-century Switzerland: the ABC der
AUNSCHUUANG (ABCs of sensory intuition). Consisting of a sequence of straight and curved lines of varying
lengths, his geometric letters appear more systematic
than intuitive. But in exercising each student’s ability
to look and draw, Pestalozzi’s ABCs were designed to
reinforce the learners’ individual sensory experiences.
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Child-Centered

At Amos Bronson Alcott’s Temple School, thirty to forty students between the ages of three and twelve learned to cultivate what Alcott termed a “Common Conscience.” This
binding-yet-unspoken social contract was Alcott’s pedagogical
life force. Its catalyst was discourse. Each day, students sat in
a semicircle around their teacher and analyzed various texts.
All parties were given an equal platform for speaking their
minds. Through this open dialogue, they would learn how to
build a community that was compassionate, thoughtful, self-
governing, and just.
These classroom conversations gained notoriety after
Alcott published a book transcribing them. Fervent critics
accused Alcott of using a forceful hand to lead the discourse,
thus manipulating the opinions of his students. There is
no way to measure the power of Alcott’s persuasion retrospectively. In his insistence that the children spoke for
themselves, Alcott suggests a political agenda embedded in
his pedagogy.
Alcott concluded a journal entry in 1836 about his forthcoming book on Temple School with an evocative statement:
“Childhood shall be my voice to the Nation.” In this predictive proclamation, Alcott did not imagine himself speaking
through children per se. Rather, childhood itself would be his
avatar. By making a distinction between people (children) and
a state of being (childhood), Alcott underscored the ideological core of his pedagogy.
The question of whether the students spoke entirely for
themselves misses the broader aspirations of Alcott’s agenda.
Their audibility was essential regardless of volition because
it substantiated Alcott’s ambitions. Temple School presented
a bold model for American democracy in what were still the
early days of the United States as an independent nation.
Alcott’s students were the populace of his classroom, personifying his ideology of childhood through child-centered curricula. The chorus of their voices could be carried “to the Nation”
only by the harmonizing force of the pedagogy that brought
them together.

Summerhill

Kindergarten
The motto of Friedrich Froebel’s early nineteenth-
century German kindergartens, “Kommt last uns unsern
Kindern leben!,” has been translated as “Come, Let us
Live with our Children,”2 and as “Come Let us Live for
our Children.”3 But perhaps the clearest articulation of
how this child-centered thinking worked was “Come;
let us live in an exemplary fashion for the benefit of
our children!”4 The role of the adult was to be the consummate model while allowing the children to lead
themselves.
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Since its inception in the first quarter of the twentieth
century, England’s Summerhill School has encouraged
its students to study what and how they like. Skeptics have called its method “go as you please” pedagogy. Founder A. S. Neill embraced this nickname, as
he believed that giving children the freedom to follow
their impulses and desires allowed students to feel
more deeply invested in and passionate about learning.
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Reggio Emilia
There were no set curricula at the Reggio Emilia school,
which originated in post–World War II Italy. All subjects of study grew out of the collective interests of the
children, arrived at through group discussions among
students and teachers. These daily class assemblies
have been called the assemblea del che fare (the assembly of what to do).5 As the school’s influence reached
far beyond its Italian hometown, Reggio-inspired
schools have termed this collective discovery “emergent curricula.”

Waldorf
Rudolf Steiner’s belief that “forms stimulate thoughts”9
was evident in the physical environment as well as the
teaching methods of the Waldorf schools he developed
in Germany shortly after World War I. The shapes of its
classrooms changed according to the cognitive and
emotional development of the growing child. When
Waldorf students were first learning to write letters,
each unique shape was introduced as a multisensory
experience, anthropomorphized visually and narratively: the B is a dancing bear; M follows the shape of
an upper lip vibrating “mmmmm.”10

Kindergarten
Friedrich Froebel designed a developmentally specific
set of teaching materials and activities called “Gifts and
Occupations.” As the children grew older, the materials
designed for them grew more complex. Teachers would
use this finite set of blocks, sticks, paper, and clay to
give lessons in a vast range of subjects, which Froebel
classified as Forms of Beauty (abstract pattern and
design), Forms of Knowledge (mathematics and science), and Forms of Life (direct experience).
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Object Lessons

The spacious main room of Amos Bronson Alcott’s Temple
School was bathed in the colorful light of a massive stainedglass window. The decor was warm and domestic. Filled with
furniture “as only an upholster can appreciate,”6 it stood in
radical contrast to the rigid benches in classrooms of the day.
Alcott designed the space and its furniture to “address and
cultivate the imagination and heart,”7 believing this would
inspire students to follow their true nature.
The room was arranged to ensure both self-contained contemplation and engagement with others. If students worked
alone, they sat at desks along the walls with easy access to
books and chalkboards. When students participated in group
activities, chairs were arranged in a circle at the center of the
room. These were placed close enough for intimate conversation, but with just enough distance so students need not disturb one another.
At regular intervals throughout the space, Alcott installed
sculptures chosen to convey an array of symbolic meanings.
These included busts of philosophers such as Socrates and
authors like Shakespeare and Milton. There were also models
of character: a child “aspiring,” a child reading, a child drawing.
Each was located so as to associatively connect to whatever—
or whoever—was nearby. Harpocrates, the god of silence,
stood on a table before the stained-glass window. Plato was
poised on the large bookcase. Bacchus was placed underneath
the water pitcher.
In class lessons, Alcott used objects and imagery to give
ideas a physical form. He believed in teaching with emblems
and allegory so that students could have a direct experience
with the subject. His drawing lessons were sometimes called
“the art of learning to see,”8 emphasizing that it was the experience of the student that mattered most of all.

Montessori

Pestalozzi
Johan Heinrich Pestalozzi’s motto was “Things before
Words, Concrete before Abstract.” Ideas were first
introduced to students through material understanding. These hands-on lessons were not confined to the
classroom but extended out into the farm and woods,
incorporating the worlds that students occupied outside the school.
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Reggio Emilia
Reggio Emilia incorporated an atelier or atelierista into
the structure of its architecture and curricula. These
elements brought creative experimentation into all
activities at the schools. Reggio students were encouraged to explore their ideas through a range of hands-on
material expressions.

A Montessori classroom was filled with child-sized
furniture and divided by shelves holding baskets and
boxes filled with toys for hands-on learning. Each set
was designed for a specific subject of study, characterized by Maria Montessori as motor education, sensory
education, and language.11 Children carried the various
teaching tools to child-sized tables or floor mats where
they could play either alone or with fellow students.

Summerhill
The lush grounds of Summerhill included buildings
and traditional classrooms among trees and green
fields. Learning took place wherever students determined for themselves that they needed to be.
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Pestalozzi
An exercise from the ABC der Aunschauung reads as follows: “The teacher draws his line and says to the children: I draw a horizontal line. The children do the same
and say all together: I draw a horizontal line. The
teacher: Have you done it? The children answer: Yes!
Teacher: What have you done? Children: I have drawn
a horizontal line.”14 Occasionally the teacher would
deliberately make a mistake, inciting children to gleefully protest. In Johan Heinrich Pestalozzi’s classroom,
drawing was a discursive act.

Montessori
In the Montessori classroom, language was taught
through texture, color, and abstract forms. Students
traced the individual letters with their fingers, following the twists and turns of each unique shape. When
assembling words into sentences, students created
correlating sequences of Maria Montessori’s grammar
symbols. The stature of a large black triangle is a noun.
The potential energy of a large red circle is a verb.
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Waldorf
Language in the Waldorf school was drawn as well as
danced. Waldorf students recorded their studies in a
main lesson book that they filled with colorful drawings. They also learned physical gestures for spoken
sounds called “Eurythmy.” This technique of sound
and movement translated language into choreography.
As a silent act, Eurythmy was also a practice of listening. Moving in unison, students formed a collectively
communicative body.
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Open Dialogue

Amos Bronson Alcott was eager to broadcast the successes
of his pedagogy to the world and planned a series of books
that would describe daily life at Temple School.12 The two that
were ultimately published include Elizabeth Palmer Peabody’s
Record of a School (1835) and Alcott’s Conversations with Children on
the Gospels (1836). Both books are filled with excerpts of class
conversations as transcribed by Peabody.
Peabody’s role as a documentarian also created an opportunity to encourage students to self-reflect. At the end of the
school day, Peabody would share her records with each student.
Students were thus given a unique space in which to consider
the value of their participation in the classroom conversations.
Students also recorded their own thoughts daily in their
journals. These books were included in the curriculum so that
students could cultivate their inner dialogue. The journals
served as lesson books as well as personal diaries. In them,
students recorded their classwork in drawings, maps, and
vocabulary exercises, alongside narratives about their daily
activities at home or when playing outside with one another.
Language at Temple School was a form to be analyzed and
explored. Whenever Alcott read aloud to students, he would
stop periodically to ask for their interpretations. In an activity that one Alcott scholar has identified as “syonymizing,”13
a given sentence of the text would be parsed exhaustively to
explore the myriad of other ways the same idea could be articulated. Alcott wanted students to feel a command of the language as though these stories were their own.

Summerhill
No words were off limits at Summerhill. The taboo of
cursing could be defused by not being forced into the
shadows. A. S. Neill considered Summerhill’s policy
on swearing as another opportunity for children to
be open about who they are. “The difference between
Summerhill and a prep. school is that in the one the
children swear openly, in the other secretively.”15 Students were welcome to speak freely within the grounds
of the school but were advised to take care not to
offend others when out among the general public.
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Reggio Emilia
Reggio Emilia’s teachers kept copious documentation
of each student’s daily explorations and discoveries.
The comments that the students made aloud as they
played were recorded alongside sketches and photographs taken by the teachers. Excerpts of these notes
were then typed up and printed out to decorate the
walls of each classroom. This poetic interplay between
images and text framed the activities of a Reggio
classroom as an ongoing process. Inquiries were open
ended. Language was unfixed.

Summerhill
Freedom and self-government were the political core
of Summerhill. Each Sunday everyone participated in
the weekly meeting to address all issues affecting the
community. Everyone had one vote. Children outnumbered the adults. A. S. Neill wrote, “The sense of justice
that children have never ceases to make me marvel.
And their administrative ability is great. As education
self-government is of infinite value.”17

Laboratory Schools
John Dewey saw his Laboratory Schools as miniature
societies. He believed that students “must be educated
for leadership as well as obedience.” Dewey sought
to instill in students “the power of self-direction and
power of directing others, powers of administration,
ability to assume positions of responsibility.”18
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Self-Directed

Amos Bronson Alcott’s personal politics laid the foundation
for an inclusive community at Temple School. He developed
and ran Temple with collaboration from multiple women, each
highly accomplished in her own right, including Elizabeth
Palmer Peabody, Margaret Fuller, and Sophia P
eabody
Hawthorne. In his classroom, he taught boys and girls equally,
side by side.
Like his transcendentalist counterparts, Alcott was an abolitionist. When he enrolled Susan Robinson as his first African
American student in 1839, many of the white parents protested
and withdrew their children from the school. Alcott was steadfast in his belief that Robinson held the same rights to education that her white counterparts did. Robinson remained a
student at Temple until the school’s last day.
When it came to teaching good behavior, Alcott wanted students to learn self-discipline. This was a radical restructuring,
as teachers of his day used whipping and other physical violence to stigmatize troublemakers. In some instances, Alcott
would stop the whole class when one student acted out. On
other occasions, he asked the misbehaving students to inflict
the injury on Alcott himself. These methods were intended to
make students aware of how their own bad behavior was damaging to others.
In Conversations, Alcott transcribes a discussion on suffering. He asks the children, “Do you see any good in suffering
or in punishment now? Who makes you suffer?” A student
named Charles responds, “Ourselves.”16 Understanding oneself through one’s relationship with others is at the heart
of Alcott’s Common Conscience. If students took responsibility for their own behavior, they would, in turn, take responsibility for the behavior of others.

Ethical Culture

Citizenship Schools

The Ethical Culture School, originally called the Workingman’s School, created opportunities for children of
all races and religions who could not afford tuition. In
late nineteenth-century New York City, these students
would otherwise have had to work long hours in factories. The school’s founder, Felix Adler, lobbied throughout his life to end child labor. With the democratic aim
of integrating social classes, the school eventually also
included children whose families paid tuition.

Septima Poinsette Clark was an elementary school
teacher in the Jim Crow South until a series of racist
laws barred African American teachers from their jobs.
In Clark’s subsequent political activism, she adapted
her reading and writing curriculum to create Citizenship Schools for adults that became essential in the
civil rights movement. Clark’s curriculum provided
African Americans with the tactical skills to successfully navigate the chicanery of the Southern “literacy
laws” designed to undermine their eligibility to vote.

Montessori
Maria Montessori created her first school specifically
to teach children who had been identified as unteachable because of alleged disabilities. Her curriculum
disproved these damaging assessments. Her self-
explanatory teaching toys and child-sized practical
tools encouraged children to be at ease with their own
pace, to learn skills, and to take responsibility for caring for themselves and one another.
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Pestalozzi
Johan Heinrich Pestalozzi began teaching while running a colony for impoverished adults and children
on his family farm. Valuing education as a means of
creating opportunity for neglected citizens, Pestalozzi
eventually opened a school for poor, orphaned, and
refugee children.
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When schools today advocate for educating the “whole child,”
the focus is on tangible aspects of students’ well-being to help
prepare them for their future. Amos Bronson Alcott believed
that wholeness was an intrinsic quality that children were
born with. He equated it with a spiritual purity. Alcott discussed the subject with his students.
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Whole Child

Kindergarten
Friedrich Froebel believed that the child was modeled
on the unity of Nature. His early work as a crystallographer mapped a blueprint for this and formed the
aesthetic basis of all the teaching tools used in the Kindergarten classroom.

Mr. Alcott: Of all the people . . . who best deserve crowns of
rays?
Josiah: Little babies . . . with pretty little body, and hands, and
feet.
Mr. Alcott: And is what comes to the eye emblematic of the
Spirit within?
Ellen: If babies are so good, what does the Bible mean where
it says we “go astray from the womb speaking lies”?
Mr. Alcott: What do you think it means?
Ellen: That nature is bad.
Mr. Alcott: Some people think it is so, and others think that
it is the example of those grown up, which makes children
speak lies early in life.19

Reggio Emilia

Montessori

Reggio Emilia pedagogy asserts that children innately
navigate the world through “a hundred languages.”
This abundance of skills for interrogating, interpreting,
and articulating their experiences is inherent in their
nature as children. Traditional education undermines
this faculty, while the Reggio approach celebrates it. A
poem by Reggio founder Loris Malaguzzi reads:

Maria Montessori had trained as a physician and wrote
about her pedagogy as a form of scientific education.
Nonetheless, the reach of her approach was expansive. The range of physical engagement through the
activities that take place in a Montessori classroom
can bring students in touch with much more than the
mere objects surrounding them. Montessori wrote of
her pedagogy that “children are able with our methods to arrive at a splendid physical development, and,
in addition to this, there unfolds within them, in
all its perfection, the soul, which distinguishes the
human being.”22

The Child has
a hundred languages
a hundred hands
a hundred thoughts
a hundred ways of thinking
of playing
of speaking . . .
The child has a hundred languages (and a hundred
hundred hundred more) but they steal
ninety-nine
The school and the culture separate the head from
the body . . . They tell the child
to discover the world already there and of the hundred
they steal ninety-nine.21

As a transcendentalist, Alcott believed all individuals had
an unmediated and personal relationship with their god. Children had the greatest access to this inner dialogue but were
vulnerable to the corrupting forces at play in the world of
adults. But because of his belief in their inherent goodness,
Alcott was more interested in “preserving” than “teaching” his
students. The goal was also to help students learn to defend
their true nature against the culture that sought to corrupt and
minimize it.
The social and physical environments of Temple School
were designed to encourage self-preservation. Teaching to the
whole child was a collective act in which the students were
asked to lead the way. Analyzing literature, folklore, and the
Bible in open-ended group discussions provided a means for
students to interrogate their own moral character and hone an
ethical understanding of responsible citizenship.
Alcott hailed childhood as an ideal state. His pedagogy
advocated dialogue among adults and children as equals. The
aspirational path of this utopic vision was one to which all
citizens might aspire, regardless of age.

Waldorf
Rudolf Steiner wrote: “Waldorf School Education is not
a pedagogical system but an Art—the Art of awakening
what is actually there within the human being. Fundamentally, the Waldorf School does not want to educate,
but to awaken.”20
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Ethical Culture
Though originally trained as a rabbi, Felix Adler developed a curriculum for the Ethical Culture School that
included literature from all world religions. Adler
believed that in the diversity of these teachings, students learned to develop an ethical conscience. Teachers would read the stories aloud to students so the
morals were imparted, not as abstract concepts, but as
lessons passed from one person to another.
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